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Do more for
your clients
The financial industry is a vast landscape
of financial advisors and financial services
companies doing a little for a lot of people.
This “mass services” approach has driven
down industry pricing. This is basic supply
and demand; if there is an abundance of
average product supply, prices decline. Can
you give your best to all of your clients at all
times? This is virtually impossible. Building
solutions to deliver what clients need and
effectively focusing your efforts can help
make you stand out in the industry.

Most financial advisors have too many investment
positions in their book of business. A wholesaler
will visit with a great idea. You implement it with
clients for a few weeks as you see them. Another
wholesaler gives you another good idea; you
implement that over the following weeks. You learn
of some new things at a conference, then call
some clients to get them involved. Over time you
can build a mess on your hands! It is not effective
or efficient to keep up with an overwhelming
amount of investment positions.

THE BIGGEST OPPORTUNITY EVERY
FINANCIAL ADVISOR HAS IS DOING MORE
FOR THEIR BEST CLIENTS
Consider the Marriott Corporation and how they have
built different brands to suit different customers.
The Fairfield Inn is a basic value chain that includes

a free breakfast. The namesake Marriott brand has
more amenities which often include a restaurant on

site. The highest level experience is the Ritz Carlton
with the most amenities offered in the hotel industry.
Most financial advisors give all of their clients the
“Marriott”, or middle level experience. Smaller clients
get too much and the largest clients do not get
enough. Are you giving all of your clients the middle
experience? Can you be doing more for your top
clients?
To be an ordinary financial advisor and blend in with
the rest of the industry, it is easy to offer ordinary
products with ordinary pricing. Mutual Funds and
centrally managed portfolios with an average
advisory fee pricing near 1% will do just that.
Ordinary services like this are adequate for smaller
and sometimes medium clients (depending on the
capacity of the advisor and their team).
To be EXTRAordinary and differentiate yourself from
the pack, consider delivering different things for your
best clients. People who own more assets are more
aware of different products. Individual securities are
better suited for clients with more assets. Exchange
traded funds (ETFs) deliver lower internal expenses
and the trading abilities of individual stocks, like
stop loss orders and protective put options to
protect against downturns or covered call options to
generate extra revenue. These strategies can also be
implemented on individual stock portfolios.
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you can purchase them 10% below the current price

them here and it will continue to serve them well. Let

year). For covered calls, advisors will typically sell them

them know what they currently have is just fine. It got

for a period of up to one year (or until the end of the

them know you have something new they might prefer.

“Pull back the curtain” on all of their expenses. Educate
them on their true mutual fund expenses plus your

management fees and any additional financial planning
fees (interpret them as a percentage of their assets).
Add up all of these expenses as their total Current

close to the current price to generate the maximum

amount of income. You can do this quarterly, every 6

months or annually. The most important part of ongoing
management is being prepared for the two things that
will happen with these advanced strategies: they get

executed or simply expire. If they expire, you can do the

Expenses. Highlight what their new expenses will

look like and all the additional value you will be able to
provide. Total all of the new “Proposed Expenses” and

help them focus on the overall savings. Let them know
your new approach will look different and feel different
(they will see more of the fees and they will not be as

hidden in mutual funds), but they will get more for the

same thing over again! If clients have a stop loss order
or option executed, build a plan for what you will do.

Some examples are to buy back the security and write

another covered call, move the cash to a safe alternative
until a better time arises to purchase the security again
or a similar one, etc. Some financial advisors will have
an alternative to each of their individual securities to

same or a reduced price.

help avoid any wash sale tax rules.

If you use stop loss orders, set them up on the same

Every six months reserve time to evaluate your

have them. It will be very easy to track and there will

Dynamic Directions, an elite coaching and consulting

securities at the same price for all of the clients that

portfolios and make any necessary changes. At

not be situations where some clients got “stopped out”

and others did not. Many advisors will reset these every
3 months (quarterly) at 10% below equities and 3%

below fixed income. If you implement protective puts,

firm for top financial advisors, there is an investment

webinar every six months to help financial advisors with

their portfolios and investment selection for their practice
and their clients. Call now to join our next webinar!
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